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EDITORIAL
Hello!

Well first, my apologies for the lack of punctuality of this edition! Life, the universe, every
thing and its brother placed obstacles in my path since the last edition.
Any way, this year, we have the fifty years from the first Lunar landing, (Can’t believe its
50 years) Soooo, anybody who remembers that amazing event, I would REALY appreciate if
you (everybody) could write a small piece on your memories from that amazing occasion.
Include things like where you were, what you were doing, family / friends who was around at
the time. Did you see it on telly? Listen to the radio etc
Another thing I would like to mention is the inclusion of an image from someone not in
our society. I have done this because the subject is very difficult to acquire, and not just
because of our beautiful British weather, but to be able to catch it with such a minute window
of opportunity.
I have been able to get permission to put an article in about collimating a Newtonian /
Dobsonian, not sure if any one have heard of Astrobaby, but she has written some extensive
instructions. The article is split over two editions.

Nag time !

Is there anybody who would like to write an article (on a regular basis) to talk whats
available to observe for the next quarter for either less or more experienced observers (or even
both). This is very helpful especially for those who are not sure what to look at (and where to
look) and indeed those who are just setting out on this wonderful universe of discovery. Also
some one who could write about, - may be - a session of observing, imaging, etc…
At the end of the day, this is a benefit to all members and like everything within a society
such as ours. Every body is needed.
A Massive thank you to all who have contributed to this Cygnus.
Well I hope you enjoy this edition,
Clear skies

Tom
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
We are now well into what is regarded as the main astronomical observing season, and a
whole series of public opening evenings, members’ talks and group visits to Seething
Observatory have already been and gone. We have introduced on-line ticket purchase for
public events, and the number of tickets sold this way has steadily increased during the
season. There are a number of issues arising from this initiative and the matter will be
reviewed by your committee.
There is anecdotal evidence about the fact that there appear to be less clear sky nights
during the season, and I was recently told of one forecast that by the end of the century many
people then growing up will never see the stars! This forecast is tied into the apparent
connection between global warming and the sky conditions. There are a lot of forecasts about,
and another one is that we are overdue for the next coronal mass ejection (CME) from the
sun.
The largest recorded event of this kind was on September 1st 1859, and the associated
solar storm is known as the Carrington Event. The recently installed European and United
States telegraph networks was greatly affected by the associated induced voltages. Fires broke
out and a number of telegraph operators received electric shocks. It was said that at night
newspapers could be read by the light of aurora that were generated. A similar sized CME
nowadays would cause widespread disruption, and would probably completely shut down a
number of services such as GPS. There is a possible upside. My same informant tells me that
the event might well give the earth’s atmosphere a good cleaning, causing the clearing out of
a lot of atmospheric dust, thus making for really good clear night skies!
The lack of clear sky nights continues to frustrate our attempts at providing telescope
training. We have decided to separate out the practicalities of operating a telescope, especially
those with equatorial mounts, from the actual observing of night sky objects. By the time you
get to read this, we hope to have been running workshops on this subject and others either on
a Saturday afternoon, or Friday nights, on weeks when we do not have other members’
activities such as talks. Scheduling the workshops this way means that we should be able to
cater for the maximum number of members, regardless of what their working or leisure
patterns are.
Speaking of telescopes, a dedicated team of club members Andrew Robertson and Adrian
Orr have taken on the task of putting back into working order a 'Dark Star' 12" Dobsonian
reflector, which has been languishing in the telescope storage shed. The version we have is an
F3.5 model and was originally a donation to the society. The overall design of this series of
telescope has a good pedigree of getting a number of well-respected amateur astronomers in
the UK started. The ‘scopes came with different mirror sizes. Although this scope was mounted
on a trolley it has been decided that to be able to move it out onto the pads across relatively
rough grounds it is best being fitted with carrying handles, which really makes it a two-person
operation.
The refurbishment is pretty far advanced and the ‘scope has already been tested out on a
pad. It is guided by a JMI NGC MAX encoder / computer, and although it is more than fair to
say that this is no longer a current model there are manuals available if you know where to
look. During the next summer season, it is hoped to send away the primary mirror for
refurbishment, so that next season, there will be yet another optical tool for the society, for
which training will be required. Let’s hope for clear skies at the same time.

Roger Preece
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MOONWATCHERS
Down to the Sea… 2
Mare Nectaris.
NAS members who have been with the Society for some years may experience a sense
of déjà vu on seeing the drawing of Mare Nectaris that appears below, because it appeared
in the autumn edition of Cygnus 2015. However, do not assume that this article will be simply
a repeat of everything I wrote three years ago; this trip to the lunar ‘seaside’ includes a
treasure hunt and a
question to which you are
invited to provide the
answer (don’t panic, it’s
really a very easy question!)
Are you sitting comfortably?
Then I’ll begin.
The 350 km diameter
Mare Nectaris is ancient,
very ancient. Those who
study the Moon in much
more detail and depth than
backyard bunglers like me
tell us it is 3.92 million years
old. It covers 101 000
square km. Information
gathered by the Clemintine
probe reveal that it is 6.5
km deep but that the
magma that welled up after
it was formed, partially
filling the impact basin, is
only 1.5 km thick.
The meteoroid impact that
created Nectaris all those
years ago left a multi-ringed
structure, the concentric
rings of which have been all
but obliterated by upwelling
magma and later impacts,
but by careful observation
one can trace some of
them. This is the first part of
your ‘treasure hunt’; guided
by the sketch map below and a decent Moon map, see how many you can trace.
Charles Wood, in his book The Modern Moon, lists four Nectaris Basin rings that can be
identified by amateur astronomers. Sections of the first, 240 km in diameter can be seen as
wrinkle ridges in the otherwise flat floor of the mare. Evidence of the second, 400 km
diameter, can be seen in the Pryrenees Mountains. The third (620 km diameter) may be
discerned between the craters Santbech and Cyrillus and the fourth, at 860 km across is
partly shown by the Altai Scarp. Wood mentions a fifth ring, but this at 1320 km in diameter
is beyond the scope of our ‘scopes.
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The most easily spotted of the rings is to the west of the dark, flat floor of the mare
and is defined by Rupes Altai (The Altai Scarp), which squiggles northwards from the 87
km crater Piccolomini. To the east of the mare look for the Montes Pyrenaeus (Pyrenees
Mountains). I’ve shown these on my sketch map, but have not named them – I don’t want
to make this too easy for you! Nor have I indicated the wrinkle ridges and although I have
marked Santbech and Cyrillus, it’s left to you to spot the arc that links them.
The final part of your hunt is to find a ghost. Let me explain; an impact basin like
Nectaris is formed and subsequent, smaller, impacts form craters on the basin floor and at
its edges. Later, magma rises up through fractures in the basin floor, covering many of the
smaller craters, and its weight causes the floor to sink lower. Craters close to the edge of
the basin are now tilted towards the basin’s centre and later lavas flow into these craters,
in some cases swamping them completely. Finally there are further meteoroid strikes on
the solidified lava, creating craters such as the 12 km Rosse that can be seen both in my
drawing and on the sketch map.
A very obvious example of a tilted and partially flooded crater is Fracastorius. This
prominenent, horseshoe-shaped crater lies on the southern shore of the Mare Nectaris and
has a diameter of 112 km. Close by to the north-west is Beaumont, which has also been
flooded.
But can you find Daguerre? Look close to the northern shore of the mare for this
crater that has all but been
buried beneath the lava, find it
and your treasure hunt is
complete – unless of course you
are keen enough to seek other
ghost craters close by!
Now for the (easy) question:
Close to the western shore of
Nectaris is a wonderful chain of
three craters that are on my list
of lunar favourites. Appearing on
the 5th evening after New Moon
Theophilus, Cyrillus and
Catharina are all approximately
100 km across. But they are quite
different from one another and
very obviously of different ages.
Which do you think is the oldest
of the trio and which the
youngest?
Having answered that, reward
yourselves by turning your
attention to Gutenberg. Situated
to the north of the Montes
Pyrenaeus, Gutenberg is a
curiously shaped structure that
reminds me of an adjustable
wrench. This appearance is due
to its eastern wall being broken
by the flooded crater Gutenberg
E and it being connected to the
south with Gutenberg C. It’s a
fascinating sight and should you
be moved to draw or image it do
send the results to our editor,
who I know will warmly welcome
them!
Clear skies and festive wishes,

Spadge
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Andrew
Sutkowski
I know, it just rolls off the tongue, and yes I never knew what they were before getting into
Radio Astronomy. OK, so what are they and how do they work?
Inter-Digital filters consist of parallel coupled quarter wavelength
rods which alternate direction (Figure 1). The symmetry of the filter
design is important with respect to the performance. The radio
frequency input comes from one side and is emitted filtered from the
other side. Without going into the full mechanistic details, my
understanding of how this works is the importance of ¼ wavelength
size of the rods and their spacing. Each rod resonates at the ¼
wavelength of the desired frequency so the input signal passes from
rod to rod along the filter. Frequencies outside the desired range do
not propagate from rod to rod and so are lost (filtered out).
Figure 1: filter layout
One critical factor with the inter-digital filter is its simplicity in
design and construction. Even I could make one!. The design basis
comes from the internet, where there are number of sites with details (https://
www.changpuak.ch/electronics/interdigital_bandpass_filter_designer.php). You simply enter the
frequency you want at the centre of the filter, the
bandwidth or how wide the filter should be and
how many elements you want to use. The results
are a set of dimensions for the box and rods. I
constructed my filter from copper sheet (0.9 mm
thick) cutting out the shape for the base and lid. I
drilled the holes prior to bending. Now, if you were
doing it properly you would cut a block of wood to
the exact dimensions of the interior of the box then
hammer the sheet over this. I just bent it free
form. I tried using clinch nuts to hold my bolts
(rods) in place and included trimming bolts (but did
not actually use these). I ended up gluing the
clinch nuts in place. The result is shown in Figure 2.
(Right)
The next challenge was how to couple the
input and output BNC terminals to the rods. I opted
Figure 2:
for 1 mm copper wire which I soldered into the
Images of 1420 MHz centre
BNC connector and then wrapped (coiled) around
frequency 100 MHz bandwidth interthe respective bolt. These were then soldered in
digital filter base and lid.
place after the necessary adjustment.

The filter adjustment was performed by using a noise source as the input and then
tweaking the rod lengths observing the effect on the Instek GSP-730 spectrum analyser
we now have for Radio Astronomy. My observation was that the input and output rods affected
the position of the filtered signal (i.e. centre frequency) whilst the centre rod adjusted the
amplitude of the filtered signal. The results are shown in Figure 3. The filter very effectively
eliminates radio frequencies outside the ~120 MHz band which is centred around 1410 MHz. My

filter has some breakthrough at ~900 Mhz, but I am pleased with this first attempt.
Figure 3: (Above) – noise source spectrum from 0 to 3 GHz; Centre – adjusted filter
response from 0 to 3 GHz; Right – adjusted filter response from 1.14 to 1.62 GHz. The marker in
each plot is ~1420 MHz.
In future articles I will see how this filter performs in the field whilst trying to observe the
1420 MHz hydrogen line of the Milky Way spiral arm.
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http://www.astro-baby.com/astrobaby/help/collimation-guide-newtonian-reflector/

Part 1
One of the toughest jobs a beginner has to learn is Newtonian telescope collimation. This
needs to be carried out relatively frequently on Newtonian Reflector type telescopes and it can be a
very scary and/or frustrating experience for a beginner using a collimator.
This guide will take you through the various steps towards perfect collimation. I have included
both diagrams to show you the ideal as well as pictures showing how it will actually look as beginners
are often confused between the idealised views of a well collimated telescope and the views they are
seeing with their own equipment.
The scope being collimated in these pictures is a Sky-Watcher 200P with an aperture of 200mm
and a focal length of 1000mm (Focal Ratio f 5). This is a common enough fast reflector and the
collimation process is essentially the same for any Newtonian telescope. Where there are differences
between a fast scope and a slow (high f number) scope I have provided text and pictures to highlight
the differences. Fast telescopes are typically of around f5 to f3 or even faster. You can calculate the
focal ratio of your own telescope by the simply dividing the focal length by the diameter of the
primary mirror. The Sky-Watcher 200P has a focal length of 1000mm and a primary mirror diameter
of 200mm so 1000 divided by 200 = 5 ( focal ratio ). Slow telescopes are usually at f6 – f7 or slower.
To accurately collimate with this guide you will need a Cheshire collimator and a collimation
cap. My own collimation cap is made from a focuser blanking cover with a small hole drilled through
the exact centre. You can make a collimation cap from a 35mm film container or buy them ready
made.
I have not covered collimation with a laser because my own experience has been lasers seem
to create more problems than
they solve as they also require
collimation which isn’t always
possible with some low cost
lasers. Lasers generally only work
well in telescopes which have a
high quality focuser with minimal
Cheshire Collimator
‘slop’. The average mass
produced telescope very often
has a focuser that is too imprecise to make use of a laser.
This guide may look scary – if you take it one step at a time its
not that hard. In order to cover off all of the issues the guide is
somewhat larger than some others on the web – many guides omit
various details which can lead to confusion and frustration in the
beginner. To collimate the telescope it should be aimed towards a
bright but not glaring surface such as a well lit pale painted wall or
fabric in order to get a good image in the telescope and the Cheshire
should be arranged so that its shiny angled surface gets a good light.
A Collimation Cap
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Tips before you start …..
Rule 1 – Before starting collimation don’t assume that anything is out of kilter and
check each element before adjusting anything. About 90% of collimation errors are down
solely to the primary mirror so don’t jump in and start meddling with the secondary unless
you are sure that there is a problem. Each stage of this guide will show you how to check
the various elements – only if they are out of alignment will you need to make
adjustments.
Rule 2 – Make sure you have all of the tools you require ready to hand. Some
telescopes will require Allen keys and a screwdriver. You don’t want to be looking for tools
when you halfway through collimation.

Rule 3 – Make sure you have budgeted for enough tim e. Collimation can be a very
time intensive process for a beginner. It can be carried out over successive sessions if you
need to but don’t plan on collimating on a night when you want to be observing. It will
lead to a rush job and frustration – TAKE YOUR TIME and you will be rewarded with
good collimation and better viewing through your telescope.
Rule 4 – Do not over-tighten nuts and adjusters. They need to be firm and tight –
they DON’Tneed to be tightened until the threads pop.
Rule 5 – Whenever you are working on a telescope ALWAYS work with the
telescope tube in a horizontal position. If you drop things into the tube you don’t want
them to impact on the primary mirror. I also wear cotton gloves when I am working to
make sure I don’t damage anything with sweat from my hands.
Collimation Step 1 – The Spider Vanes and Secondary Mirror Holder

Before attempting to collimate the secondary mirror it’s essential to get the mirrors
holder central to the tube and the primary mirror. Some scopes allow adjustment of the
spider vanes. If your scope has this facility you need to check whether the secondary
mirror holder is held perfectly central by the spider vanes.

Note: Some scopes require the secondary mirror to be offset
from the centre of the tube. This in itself raises questions.
Some telescopes will have the secondary offset on its holder
in which case the centre of the vanes should be centred to
the tube while other manufacturers will opt for the vanes
centre point being off centre. The offset on most scopes will
be in millimetres and wont affect collimation by much. You
should check whether your telescope requires offsetting with
the manufacturer or supplier. If you cannot get an answer
assume that the mirror holder is to be central to the telescope
tube.

There are two methods to accomplish getting the mirror holder central to the tube.
The first is relatively simply which is to measure the distance between the tube and the
secondary mirror holder along each of the vanes. The distance should be identical for each
vane. If the vanes are not equal than adjust them using the vanes attachment /
adjustment screws. The cross head on the central screw makes an ideal reference point.
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Measuring the spider vanes

Adjusting the spider vanes

The second method for aligning the mirror holder is a little more complex but more
accurate and easier once the initial work is done. Cut a piece of card out which is the
same diameter as the telescope tube and drill a small hole in its centre. To find centre on
the circular piece of card fold the card into quarters. The point where the folds cross is the
centre. Now look through the hole and the central screw on the secondary mirror holder
should be exactly underneath. If it isn’t adjust the spider vanes until it is. This provides a
simple and reliable method of getting the mirror holder central and once you have made
the piece of card future centering of the vanes will be easier. To adjust the vanes you will
need to slacken the screws and then slowly tighten them in turn to pull the mirror holder
to the centre.
Collimation Step 2 – The Secondary Mirror / Focus Tube Alignment

The hardest stage of collimation is the secondary mirror alignment. This is almost
always very time consuming but once done should not need readjustment unless the
scope is severely shaken or dropped or the vanes and the secondary are removed for any
reason. The easiest method to align the secondary mirror is with either a collimation cap
or a sight tube. With my Sky-Watcher 200P I find a collimation cap is the better solution
as a sight tube or my Cheshire do not allow me to see the very edges of the secondary
mirror through them.
Idealised view through the focus tube

The first object of secondary mirror
alignment is to get the secondary mirror
directly under the focus tube and
appearing as a circle. The secondary
mirror is an elliptical shape but when

Secondary Mirror Holder

presented to the focuser at the correct
angle will appear as a perfect circle.
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Many people find the reflections in the mirrors confusing and in truth it can make this stage
of the process quite hard as your eyes can be confused by the multiple reflections between the
secondary and primary mirrors which can create a kind of optical illusion which can make it hard
to assess whether the view is circular or elliptical.
A simple solution is to use a piece of white card or paper to block the primary mirrors
reflections. Simply insert a piece of white paper into the telescope tube between the secondary
and the primary mirrors. This will create a view of the secondary as just a white circle. Another tip
here is that it’s often quite hard to see whether the secondary is presenting as a circle against the
black background of the tube. I insert a piece of coloured card or paperbehind the secondary
which allows my eyes to more readily detect whether the secondary is appearing as a circle and is
centred to the dark circle created by the edge of the focuser.
This is shown in the pictures below.

White card inserted
into telescope
tube to block
reflections in the
secondary

Coloured card applied
to scope tube
to allow the secondary
to be shown more
clearly

View through
focuser/collimation
cap

If the secondary is not centred under the eyepiece you will need to adjust it using the centre
screw of the secondary holder.
This is shown below. You are advised to have the telescope tube near the horizontal position
while you carry out this work in order to ensure that if there is an accident the secondary doesn’t
fall down the tube and into the primary mirror. Keep a hand holding or supporting the secondary

Adjusting the secondary mirror centre screw

The centre screw adjusts the secondary
mirror both up ( away from the primary mirror )
and down ( towards the primary mirror. To
adjust this you may have to loosen the screws
or Allen keys which control the tilt of the
secondary mirror. These are also visible in the
picture to the left. Be careful not to apply too
much force and go slowly.
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Simple collimation cap on focus tube
Then use a collimation cap in the focuser to
force your eye central to the focus tube and rack the
focuser tube as far out as possible.
Now move the mirror up or down the tube using the
central adjusting screw on the mirror holder until you
have the secondary mirror centred. You will also
need to rotate the mirror until it presents as good a
circle in the focuser as possible and adjust the tilt
screws to to achieve a good circular shape on the
secondary.

Aligning the secondary to the focuser - the view. You can
see that the secondary mirror presents as a circle which
is concentric to the circle created by the coloured paper
You should eventually get to a view which
is similar to that shown on the left – this view is not
perfect as it was taken with a small digital camera but
it should serve as a rough guide as to how things
should be looking if you have adjusted the secondary
correctly. Once the mirror is aligned correctly under
the focuser lightly tighten the tilt screws. You can now
proceed to the second stage of the secondary
alignment which is aligning the secondary to the
primary mirror.
Collimation Step 3 – The Secondary Mirror/Primary Mirror

Aligning the secondary mirror to the primary is easily the hardest task. Still using the collimation
cap in the focuser you now align the secondary using its tilt adjusters and occasionally a slight
amount of rotation on its main centre screw ( you may need to loosen the screw tightly and twist
the secondary mirror round by grasping its holder – DO NOT TOUCH THE MIRROR ITSELF ) to get
the secondary centred onto the primary. This process is covered in the pictures below.

Adjusting the secondary mirrors 'tilt
First remove the coloured card and the white
‘baffle’ card in the telescope tube. Now look into
The collimation cap and using the tilt screws get all
of the primary mirrors retaining clips into view and
at the edge of the secondary mirror.
IGNORE ALL OTHER VISUAL NFORMATION !
All you are trying to do at this stage is get the
secondary mirror centred on the primary mirror.
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A view of a perfectly aligned secondary mirror
This photograph shows what the actual view should be
like at this stage of the process. Note the three mirror clips
are all visible and are all equally close to the edge of the
secondary mirror and the secondary is showing round and
centred to the focuser tube ( the dark area at the edges of the
picture) You may need to move your focuser in or out to
achieve a good view but the image should be very similar to
this photograph.
When all three clips are in view (and some scopes may
have more clips) and shown at the edge of the secondary
mirror with equal space around them this part of the
collimation process is complete. Tighten down the tilt adjusters and take a final check.
The tilt adjusters can be set quite tight but be careful not to apply too much force and bend
the spider vanes. As with the previous step its best to have the telescope horizontal during this
step in case an Allen key is dropped into the tube.
Once the primary mirror clips are shown reflected in the secondary and the tilt screws have
been tightened take a final check using the procedures in stage 2 that the secondary still shows as
centred and circular.
If the secondary has shifted then you will need to realign using the procedures in stage 2 and
then run through the procedures in stage 3 again. Its not uncommon for some rotation error to
creep into the mirrors position while the tilt screws are adjusted. Take your time, be patient and
continuously go back over your work and make sure all is well at each stage before continuing.
When you are satisfied that the mirror is centred and true as in step 2 AND all the mirror
clips from the primary are in view as per step 3 you can now tighten the adjusters down, these
need to be firm but do not apply so much force that you strip threads. A standard Allen key is best
rather than an Allen headed screwdriver or a multi tool as it will limit the force you can apply. Take
care also that you do not apply too much force and cause the spider vanes to bend. Now you
should check using a small mirror that the secondary adjustment is more or less equal and that no
one screw is causing the mirror to be canted too far over as per the diagrams below.
Secondary
Mirror close to
square on its
holder. There
will be some
small tilt
shown on
close
inspection –
OK

Secondary
mirror
excessively
tilted.
Retry
alignment
and start
again

Checking the secondary mirror tilt
I would like to thank Astro Baby for giving me
with a small mirror
permission to use this Article in Cygnus

Part two will be in the next edition of Cygnus
All Credit to article :- Astro Baby

http://www.astro-baby.com/astrobaby/help/collimation-guide-newtonian-reflector/
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David
Lumb

This represents the first in a possible series of articles focussing
on a topical story from space agency activities. They may contain
some description of technical challenges, scientific plans and personal reminiscences.

ESA’s Mission to Mercury
BepiColombo is the most recent European Space Agency (ESA) scientific mission. It
was launched on a seven year journey to Mercury on October 20th. The mission is one of
the most challenging long-term planetary projects, because Mercury's proximity to the Sun
makes it difficult for a spacecraft to reach the planet and to survive in the harsh
environment found there. The science mission will consist of two separate spacecraft that
will orbit the planet. ESA built the Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO), and the Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency contributed the other, the Mercury Magnetospheric Orbiter
(MMO). The MPO will study the surface and internal composition of the planet, and the
MMO will study Mercury's magnetosphere, that is, the region of space around the planet
that is influenced by its magnetic field. With two spacecraft, BepiColombo is a large and
costly mission, one of the 'cornerstones' in ESA's long-term science programme.
The mission presents enormous, but exciting challenges. All of ESA's previous
interplanetary missions have been to relatively cold parts of the Solar System.
BepiColombo is the Agency's first experience of sending a spacecraft to a region even
hotter than Venus. The way the journey from Earth to Mercury will be carried out will also
be a first. Leaving Earth on its way to Mercury, the spacecraft must decelerate against the
Sun's gravitational attraction, which increases as it approaches the Sun. This is in contrast
to accelerating away from the Sun, as is the case with journeys to the outer Solar System.
The scientific interest in going to Mercury lies in the valuable information that such a
mission can provide to enhance our understanding of the planet itself, as well as the
formation of our Solar System; information which cannot be obtained with observations
made from Earth. Prior to our robotic exploration of Mercury, astronomers observed the
planet as best they could given its small size and proximity to the Sun. They sketched
rough maps of the dark patches marring its surface, and conducted Earth-based
experiments to hunt for signs of an atmosphere. They found no signs of one, forming the
picture of Mercury that is still largely prevalent today: that of an ancient, dead, irradiated
world, scorched by the fierce radiation streaming outwards from the Sun, with no water,
ice, or weather to speak of.

Previous Missions: Two previous NASA missions have visited Mercury, and
revealed interesting and unexpected features of the planet. Mariner 10 flew past three
times in 1974–5 and returned the first close-up images of the planet, and the MESSENGER
spacecraft performed three flybys (in 2008 and 2009) before entering orbit around the
planet in March 2011. Mariner 10 was not only the first mission to visit Mercury, but also
the first to use the gravity of one planet to reach another–a manoeuvre known as a
gravity assist or slingshot. The spacecraft swung past Venus in February 1974, observing
the planet as it did so and simultaneously readjusting its speed and orbital trajectory to
put it on course for Mercury. This technique was proposed by the Italian scientist
Giuseppe "Bepi" Colombo (1920-1984), after whom the ESA BepiColombo mission
is named. Mariner 10 sent back images of an intensely cratered surface, but imaged only
half the planet's surface, with a resolution from a few hundred metres to several
kilometres. It also detected a small magnetic field; quite unexpected for the assumed
small solidified iron core.
Messenger orbited Mercury every twelve hours in a polar plane. This allowed
mapping the whole surface in stereo with spectral imaging and a laser altimeter. This
produced detailed topographic survey showing that, in contrast with the Mariner data,
substantial smooth plains produced by volcanic resurfacing are common in the northern
hemisphere.
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Elemental mapping shows low amounts of iron on its surface, but a high abundances of
volatile elements (sulphur, sodium, chlorine). Also there is strong evidence that water ice
has survived in Mercury's polar regions. The thickness and structure of Mercury's crust
was mapped and the planet's gravitational field determined. Mercury's internal magnetic
field was found to be 100 times weaker than that of Earth, thus providing very little
protection from the solar wind.
BepiColombo is designed to clarify some of the remaining mysteries, relating to the
inconsistency of Mercury’s properties and those expected for a rocky planet of the inner
Solar System. How did the magnetic field and large iron core arise – by local formation or
collision. How does the evidence of volcanism contradict with the ancient formation
scenarios; is the surface ice real?
Technical Challenges: The surprising scarcity of spacecraft bound for Mercury is
not because the planet is uninteresting, but because the innermost parts of the Solar
System are a challenging region for exploration. Mercury is under 60 million km from the
Sun, compared with Earth's 150 million km–and as a result its environment is harsh
especially when it comes to temperature. In its hottest regions–at the daytime equator–
Mercury's surface temperature can hit highs of over 400 °C, while at the polar night it can
dip to a bone-chilling -170 °C. Any technology we send to the Sun-seeking planet must be
able to endure long-term temperatures that are not only incredibly intense, but also highly
changeable. Thermal design is critical: not just for the high solar input (that varies due to
the eccentric orbit) but the IR re-radiated flux from the planet’s surface varies from day to
night side. Selection of proper optical properties for the exposed surfaces of the spacecraft
is needed to maintain comfortable internal temperatures, while at the same time rejecting
to space the internal dissipation. But the best radiator performance would cause an
unbearable absorption of infrared energy from the planet. The spacecraft is configured to
accommodate the radiator only on one side of the spacecraft opposite the sun. As the
spacecraft always is oriented inertially for observing the planet, this means a flip-over
manoeuvre is needed every half Mercury year. All the other surfaces are insulated from
the external environment using an efficient high temperature insulation to endure the
environmental fluxes and the corresponding high temperatures. The radiator is itself
protected from direct view to the planet and its IR by means of a system of high
reflective louvres. Every spacecraft undergoes so-called thermal balance and thermal vac
tests as part of its qualification for flight readiness. In case of BepiColombo this has
required commissioning of specialised facilities to replicate the orbital conditions;
essentially a large chamber with massive lights.
Even when the Earth-Mercury distance is at a minimum, a great deal of energy is
needed to brake any spacecraft into a suitable orbit such that it could intersect with
Mercury's path and encounter the planet. The velocity change (referred to as the ΔV) that
is needed to reach Mercury is about 18.5 km/s. To reach Pluto, a ΔV of about 17km/s is
required, and the Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko needed about 5
km/s all together.
Typically the most efficient direct trajectory from Earth to another planet is an
elliptical path, known as a Hohman transfer, designed to touch the planet’s orbit at the
destination. Orbital mechanics imply that a vast propellant is needed for orbital capture,
and for a feasible spacecraft design is impracticable. Leaving Earth on its way to Mercury,
the spacecraft must decelerate against the Sun's gravitational attraction, which increases
as it approaches the Sun. This is in contrast to accelerating away from the Sun, as is the
case with journeys to the outer Solar System. In addition, the spacecraft orbital plane
must be changed to that of Mercury. BepiColombo will accomplish this deceleration and
plane change by making clever use of the gravity of the Earth, Venus and Mercury itself,
and by using solar-electric propulsion (SEP).
This propulsion has been implemented with ion engines. The
system has been designed by a British company (Qinetiq) and powered by solar energy
they are super-efficient, enabling the spacecraft to reach maximum velocity with minimal
fuel consumption. This decreases the propellant mass needed on board by between 10
and 20 times compared to a typical chemical rocket, (Compared to petrol engines
BepiColombo will achieve equivalent of 17.8 million miles to the gallon)
The solar array has to be large enough to power the satellite at the initial large
distance from the sun. The array uses special Reflectors for temperature control. At
Mercury it also requires continuous rotation to keep the Sun at a low incidence angle in
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order to generate adequate power while at the same time limiting the temperature
extremes.
Science Instruments: Each spacecraft carries a unique suite of advanced
scientific instruments and sensors to observe and explore different elements of Mercury.
However, they will also combine and compare their data and work together, allowing them
to achieve far more than a single spacecraft could. For example, the particle-probing
instruments will be able to work closely to better understand the gas and plasma existing
in and around Mercury's orbit. The magnetometers will examine Mercury’s interaction
with solar wind and flares at a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. The payload is
completed with altimeters, accelerometers and spectrometers covering infra-red, X-ray,
gamma-ray and neutrons.
I have a particular interest in the Mercury Imaging X-ray Spectrometer. It was
headed by an old friend and colleague from Leicester University, Professor George Fraser,
who unexpectedly died in 2014. At the time of instrument proposals, the UK Space Agency
had underfunded the proposal to such an extent that the proposed detector package was
scarcely credible. ESA decided to take matters in hand and provide an alternative detector
system, and I was tasked with identifying a supplier whose technical solution was
compatible with performance and resource requirement. I eventually managed to get the
MaxPlanck group in Garching, Germany to submit a design based on developments for
future astronomy projects. The MIXS uses an X-ray concentrating telescope to collect Xray photons scattered and fluoresced off the Mercury surface. Two complementary
designs allow a wide footprint to be covered during quiescent solar illumination, but when
solar flares occur, the bright X-ray flux is expected to generate sufficient fluorescence of
different chemical elements on the plane surface that can be isolated to distinct
topographical structures (mountains and basins, large craters) and the telescope can focus
on sufficiently small footprints with sufficient signal to noise.
Status: Right now initial commissioning activities are being completed; deploying
antennae, and booms, testing out the electric propulsion and instruments etc. Nominal
mission science operations around Mercury in 2025 are scheduled to be performed for one
Earth year, with a planned extension of another year. If all goes well the information
obtained when BepiColombo arrives will throw light not only on the composition and
history of Mercury, but also on the history and formation of the inner planets in general,
including Earth.

Possible Figures and Captions

Exploded view of the stack of spacecraft during interplanetary cruise
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(Left)
Artists impression of the MMO (left) and
MPO (right) in orbit at Mercury

(Above)
Artists impression of the MMO (below)
and MPO (above) in orbit at Mercury

(Above)
BepiColombo spacecraft undergoing thermal testing at ESTEC Large Space
Simulator, Netherlands

(Above)

Timeline of the BepiColombo key mission events
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(Above)
BepiColombo spacecraft undergoing thermal testing at ESTEC Large Space
Simulator, Netherlands
To the human eye,
Mercury may resemble a
dull, grey orb but
this enhanced-colour
image from
NASA's MESSENGER probe,
tells a completely different
story. These contrasting
colours have been chosen
to emphasise the
differences in the
composition of the
landscape across the
planet. The darker regions
exhibit low-reflectance
material, particularly for
light at redder wavelengths.
As a result, these regions
take on a bluer cast

David
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Andrew
Sutkowski
That there is a simple technique to focus a DLSR camera on the stars?
If you did, why didn’t you tell me?
Occasionally I do some astrophotography with my DSLR camera. I brought it to
Seething recently as I was running my astrophotography kit over-night in one of our clear
skies. Whilst the telescope was busy gathering images I went off with my DSLR and
experimented taking images of the night skies. Focussing has always been a challenge for
me, until I saw Tom focussing one of his cameras.
The technique is simple:Live View (Mirror
1. Use the mirror lock up button (live
lock up)
Live View
View) to afford a view of the night sky
Screen (LCD
on the LCD screen.
Screen)
2. Find a really bright Star on your
screen and center on it.
3. Use the digital zoom buttons to
magnify the image of the star to
maximum zoom (10x on my camera).
4. Simply adjust the focus to sharpest
Zoom
image on the LCD screen. (The star will
Buttons
become a pinpoint of light).
NB. Lenses will have to be in manual
focus as the low level of light will not
allow it to auto focus.
Also, with lenses that use a motor
to Focus, you will need to touch the
shutter button (gently so as not to take
a picture!) to enable manual focusing.

Here is an image of the Genesis dome with the Plough or Big Dipper
along with Norwich glow.
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Graham
Sparrow
I recently found myself in hospital, reclining on a bed and listening to a, somewhat
one-sided, conversation between a visitor and the elderly occupant of the neighbouring
bed. I hadn’t meant to listen, but the visitor had a rather loud voice that was distracting
me from the crossword I was attempting, and when I heard him proclaim that the ”Indian
Bible” documented the destruction of a city, and the description of that event and of the
symptoms of the survivors proved that the ingenious inhabitants of the sub-continent had
invented the atomic bomb, thousands of years ago, I stopped trying to solve 5 down (‘No
more stars for scientists’, 11 letters) and paid close attention!
In the next five minutes I learned that the ancient Romans had invented perpetual
motion, that we have the technology to go to the stars now, but nations will not combine
resources to finance such missions, that UFOs were invented by the Nazis (the visitor had
seen a picture of one with a swastika on it) to be used as practice targets for their
Messerschmitt 163b rocket planes, and that these same planes were red hot on landing as
a consequence of re-entering the atmosphere.
There was much more. Unsurprisingly Roswell and Area 51 came in for a mention,
but the pronouncement that raised my hackles was made in connection with his assertion
that Apollo 16 had taken a video of an alien city on the far side of the Moon (well, at least
he didn’t believe the Moon landings were faked!). As director of the Society for Popular
Astronomy’s Lunar Section I suppose I should have taken issue with the man when he
then informed my neighbor that, “One side of the Moon is always dark because the Moon
doesn’t rotate, and that’s why no one on Earth has seen the alien city.”
It’s amazing how many non-astronomers still have this idea that the far side of the Moon
is in permanent darkness and that our natural satellite does not rotate on its axis. On
several occasions I have encountered visitors on public nights that are under this
misapprehension. The Moon does rotate. In common with many other satellites in the
Solar System its rotation is synchronous (captured). Simply put, this means that the time it
takes to turn on its axis is the same as the time it takes to orbit the Earth and, although it
rotates, it always keeps the same side facing Earthward. There is certainly no permanent
dark side.
I could have easily demonstrated this to the loquacious visitor, but past experience
has taught me that one can waste an awful lot of effort explaining things to such people,
only to find they will not be shaken in their beliefs. Furthermore any action that might
have raised my blood pressure was not to be recommended as nurses were coming round
two or three times a day to check just that, and I had no wish to give the NHS any reason
to prolong my stay, pleasant though it had been. I kept quiet.
If you are new to astronomy and maybe a little uncertain yourself as to whether Lady
Luna does spin on her axis, you might like to try the following simple experiment. For this
you will need to enlist the help of a couple of friends:
Ask one friend to represent the Earth; all they will be required to do is stand still in the
middle of the room. Well, strictly speaking they should spin round to mimic our planet
turning on its axis, but as this is likely to result in them becoming giddy and perhaps
falling over, it is best to dispense with this detail – it’s not relevant to the demonstration
anyway. If possible the room in which this little experiment is carried out should have just
the one window. This is not essential, but if one thinks of the window as the Sun it may
make the following easier to grasp.
The second friend will represent the Moon and will be required to walk around the
one who is the Earth, ensuring that they always keep facing towards them (you will of
course have made sure there are no objects on the floor over which the ‘Moon’, intent on
facing ‘Earth’ at all times, might stumble; there are few more efficient ways of annoying a
friend than being responsible for them breaking a limb).
In the diagram the ‘Moon’ starts at position M1, facing the ‘Earth’ and the ‘Sun’, which as
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you may recall is represented by a window. In this position the friend’s face is fully lit – it
is Full Moon to an observer on Earth – and the friend’s backside (if you’ll excuse the word)
is indeed dark.
By the time he has reached position M2 only half of the friend’s face is lit as seen
from ‘Earth’ and half of his backside (oh dear, that word again!) is basking in sunlight (The
waning Moon is at Last Quarter).
At position M3 the friend’s rear (that’s really not much better, is it?) is fully lit, and
his face is in darkness. It’s New Moon now and you will see that your friend’s head has
turned through 180 degrees and he can no longer see the window/Sun as he could when
he started at M1.
So, on to position M3 (Moon at First Quarter) and then back to Full Moon at M1.
Your pal’s head has turned through 360 degrees.
That’s the demonstration I should have given in the hospital ward. Instead, coward
that I am I lay there listening to further nonsense about how all meteor showers are
caused by space junk like booster rockets that have been “up there beyond the gravity
line” and how ancient Mayan bas reliefs depicted astronauts “like them in the Gemini
spaceships that went round the Moon” (they didn’t, of course, and if they had how come
they didn’t spot the alien squatters on the far side?).
There was more, much more, but I won’t trouble you with it now. I leave you
equipped, if you weren’t already, with the knowledge to show any ‘Dark-Siders’ the error
of their ways and that’s enough from a convalescing Lunar Section director.

Graham Sparrow
P.S. If you haven’t worked it out and it was bugging you, 5 down was:
ASTRONOMERS (anagram of ‘no more stars’).
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Comet 46P Wirtanen

Andrew
Robertson

Sketch (Left) by
Andrew Robertson
Comet 46P Wirtanen

Right:Image taken by Nick James from Chelmsford
On the same morning.
M45
Comet P45 Wirtanen
(with permission)
I set my alarm for 2.30am, everything
ready to go. Was out and observing by 3am,
skies better than the forecast which was
showing 90% humidity. They were damp
and a bit claggy but I got 21.26 SQM
readings, a mag 5.5 star in UMi direct vision,
a mag 5.74 one AV1.
Of course by 3 am the comet was only
at 25 degrees altitude but I could still see
where it was N/E. Started off with 15 x 70
binoculars – very nice, slightly asymmetrical halo. In 7 x 50’s I could see the Pleiades and
comet in same FOV – nice. So set the 28 x 110 bins up – superb view, very asymmetrical
in these so made a sketch. Of the three stars to its left I could only just see two of them
in the 15 x 70’s. In the 28 x 110’s I estimated the coma to be about 1 degree in
diameter. I should mention that quite a few of us are seeing asymmetry visually whereas
images although showing far more detail are not showing this asymmetry – difference
between the eye & camera.
Of course by 3 am the comet was only at 25 degrees altitude but I could still see
where it was N/E. Started off with 15 x 70 binoculars – very nice, slightly asymmetrical
halo. In 7 x 50’s I could see the Pleiades and comet in same FOV – nice. So set the 28 x
110 bins up – superb view, very asymmetrical in these so made a sketch. Of the three
stars to its left I could only just see two of them in the 15 x 70’s. In the 28 x 110’s
I estimated the comet to be about 1 degree in diameter. I should mention that quite a
few of us are seeing asymmetry visually whereas images although showing far more
detail are not showing this asymmetry – difference between the eye & camera.

Andrew
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MEMBERS’IMAGES

Above:
Image taken by
Chris Greenfield
Thurne Mill, Thurne,
7pm late December,
20 seconds exposure
ISO of 1000.
Taken on an APS-C Sony
with a 12mm lens
(effective focal length
18mm).
Right:
Image taken by
Charlotte Daniels.
Canon 700D
55-250 Lens
ISO 100
f6.5
Exposure 1/125
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Above:
I had forgotten how different it
is working with images from a
DSLR rather than the usual
mono CCD images.
My 2nd attempt at Andromeda,
2 hours of data from
Sunday evening (9th Dec
2018).
60s exposures @ f3.2
150mm lens (Cropped)
Canon 70d
Star Adventurer
Chris Grimmer

Left:
Image by
Neil Allen
Taken with
A Mobile Phone
through a
telescope
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1.

Martin Lewis

Mercury 20th May 642nm IR filter ASI290MM. Alt 47°
2.
Venus 20th Oct 685nm IR filter ASI290MM.
3. Mars 24th Dec RGB ASI224MC + L filter. Alt. 35°
3.
Jupiter 27th June ASI174MC. Alt. 23° .
4.
Saturn 26th June (opposition night) ASI224MC + L filter. Alt. 15° .
5.
Uranus 24th Dec ASI290MM colourised for aesthetic reasons. Alt. 44° .
6.
Neptune 9th Oct ASI290MM colourised for aesthetic reasons. Alt. 29

(From Left to Right)

In celebration of 2018 here is a montage of all the planets (except Earth of course) over the year just gone. All taken from
my back garden with my 444mm Dob except Mercury and Venus which were captured with my 222mm Dob.
Details of dates/cameras/filters/altitudes below;

The Lunar 'X' was
spotted through the 8"
Dobsonian on the astro
-pad (at Breckland
Observatory)so I
couldn't resist running
up the stairs and
grabbing a short avi of
it on the 20" at f/5. It
was disappearing
behind clouds and only
11½º up, but at
50.5% illumination the
sun was hitting the
lunar surface at just
the right angle to
illuminate the tops of
these mountains
resulting in the famous
'X' shape.
Dan Self
(Breckland Astronomy
Society)
Bellow
Tom’s image taken at Seething
Next to the Genesis Dome
8th Dec
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Roger
Preece
As you will be aware, Norwich Astronomical Society is a registered charity in England &
Wales (No: 262968). Having charitable status confers certain financial benefits on us, but
also carries a number of obligations. For example, we have to keep an accurate record for
the Charity Commission of who our trustees are, and we have to annually provide the Commission with a fully audited copy of our accounts.
All this means that the Annual General Meeting of the Society, held last on Friday 21
December last year, can be a busy time for generating extra work, especially if the members present agree an action for the committee in the form of a formal motion, which happened the previous year. There is also the fact that both office bearers and members of the
committee can stand down or be elected. The period of office for both is three years, which
to my mind is a good balance between the unnecessary upheaval of annual elections on the
one hand, or the existence of a self- perpetuating clique on the other.
The current details of the committee are that the office bearers are: Chairman: Roger Preece, Secretary: Chris Greenfield, Treasurer: David Provan.
The members of the committee are: Andrew Sutlowski (Membership secretary), Chris Grimmer, Debbie Forrester, Mark Turner and Paul Woolley. In fact, there is no apparent upper
limit to the number of committee members we can have, and your committee can co-opt
members to itself. You have been warned! Seriously, if anyone is interested in joining us,
please contact either Chris Greenfield or myself.
The committee usually meets four times a year. These days, of course, a lot of business can be conducted by email and via our web site forum. We do have to be careful with
our processing of emails, especially with external individuals or organisations, and like all
societies similar to ours, have to be full aware of our data protection responsibilities. Many
voluntary organisations struggle to keep up with their many current day obligations, though
much of the legislation, such as child protection and risk assessment, is not only of critical
importance to society as a whole, but absolutely necessary.
One question that can be asked is what we do with our money? The Society has three
main sources of income – membership fees, public open events and providing visits by organised groups to the observatory, or occasionally, to a school or other meeting place. It is
fair to say that our bank balance is relatively healthy but that is only because a considerable
amount of effort by volunteer members goes into our fund raising activities. Incidentally,
the fund raising is only a part of the story. The introduction to the Society’s constitution has
the following line – “to promote and to advance public education in the science of Astronomy”, and we have been doing that for a long time now.
There are approximately two hundred astronomical societies in the UK, but only a few
of them own their own land. Your society is in that fortunate position, but of course, with
the many advantages of this such as domes with telescopes, a clubhouse and other buildings come the drawbacks, such as annual maintenance. Just to give you a flavour of what
goes on, the committee has been recently arranging quotes for a new comprehensive fire
protection plan, to include regular testing of fire extinguishers. Apart from the obvious danger of not having effective fire protection, if our systems were not seen to be working in the
event of an incident, our insurance might well be invalidated.
This article is intended to give members a taster of what goes on behind the scenes.
You may be wondering how you can find out more. Apart from the information available
from the public view of our NAS web site, we also have our members’ forum. One section of
this is dedicated to Official documents and from there it is possible to download copies of
the financial report, minutes of meetings, the constitution and so on. The evidence of the
committee is that the forum is not as widely used as it might be. All members should be
able to access it, and if you have a problem with that you should contact our membership
secretary Andrew Sutkowski (membership@norwichastro.org.uk)

Roger Preece
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Our Astrophotographer member Shaun Reynolds has been based & displaying his
images in the gallery for the past couple of weeks at Cley.
On Saturday our wonderful volunteers (huge thanks to them all)
Chris Greenfield
Chris Grimmer
Alan MacKenzie-Morris
Paul Wooley
Frank & Carolyn
Martin Howe
Andrew Sutkowski
were there to support Shaun, promote the wonderful Society we have & show the
public the beautiful night skies they have at Cley.
Our volunteers brought along Binoculars,Telescopes & Cameras on mounts etc for the
members of public to look through & discuss about equipment used. I took along some
factual educational leaflets about the Sun, Moon, Lasers, CERN, LHC, Meteors & more which
were given out.
During the evening Shaun presented his “Jewels of the Night Sky” twice to a total of
60-80 members of the public. Some of you may have heard his talk at NAS.
If you didn’t, you didn’t miss much haha!
No not really, Shaun displayed some images he had taken himself of Nebulae’s,
Emission Nebulae’s, Clusters, Galaxies, the Gases and Colours using Hubble Palette
including how many hours or months it takes him to get his images. He also explained
constellations or part of the night sky these Stella objects are in and which were visible with
an unaided eye & the brilliant software “Stellarium” planetarium that shows exactly what
you see when you look up at the stars. https://stellarium.org/
Chris’, Martin and Andrew we’re outside with their scopes all evening talking to
members of the public. The skies were a bit unpredictable, what with the sky being clear
one minute then cloudy another. All in all though a great engaging evening in a stunning
setting with our fabulous colleagues and some possible potential visitors to NAS in the near
future.
Debbie
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Display From
Cley
Bellow
Chris Grimmer
Displaying his amazing Astro Images
In Norwich
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Above:
Shaun Reynaulds at Cley
Left:
Mark Turner
Giving his
Talk
at the
recent open
weekend
(January)
At
Seething
Observatory
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Stars
Stars – guardians of the night,
twinkling, shining brightly;
diamond glints of light.
Solitary yet collective,
a beautiful sentinel sight.
Shooting trails of fire,
Dancing through the sky,
They don’t last forever,
Criss-crossing on high.

Blink and they are gone;
fantasy departs,
clutching tightly to wishes,
clinging to our hearts.
Mesmerising by starlight,
Sparkling in our minds.
Crystal clear future;
Sharing stars of time.
Written by

Jeanie Roach
———————

(right)
Chairman Roger Preece
Deep in explanation
At the AGM

Roger Preece
Giving the
Talk at
the
Open weekend
in December
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SOCIETY CONTACTS
Chairman:
Roger Preece

Mark Turner

chairman@norwichastro.org.uk

marqueturner2000@yahoo.co.uk

Secretary/Website organiser:

Debbie Forester

Chris Greenfield

debbief1deb@gmail.com

secretary@norwichastro.org.uk
Treasurer:

Chris Grimmer

David Provan

chrisgrimmer@googlemail.com

treasurer@norwichastro.org.uk

Membership Secretary:

Paul Woolley

Andrew Sutkowski

paul@swampy.me.uk

membership@norwichastro.org.uk
Cygnus Editor:

Roger Preece Group Visit Co-ordinator

Tom Latham

groupvisits@norwichastro.org.uk

cygnuseditor@norwichastro.org.uk
Committee:
David Provan
davidprovan@ntlworld.com

NEW MEMBERS
Martin Stirland
Martin Lewis
David Bray
Stuart Mulligan
Mark and Ellie Tooke
Kerry Wall
Liam Hackett
Richard Collis

Paul Brocklehurst
Bernice Wilcox
Adam Greer
Nigel Witts
Derek Grieve
Adrian Orr
Denis Moye
Neil Shuttlewood

Mathew Baldwin
Timothy Hicks
Stephen, Megan, Stanley
&Caitlin Oram.
Ellen & Rob Parkinson
Jonathon Turner
Timothy Driscoll
Nicola Pledger

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
9th Feb:
Fairhaven Night of Stars
15th Feb:
Seething Star Party...There is more to observe than
Messier Objects
16th Feb:
Seething Star Party...Cascading from a rose to a
Dragon
11th March:
Open Weekend - Astro Biology with Gary Wortley
12th March:
Open Weekend - Astro Biology with Gary Wortley
22th March:
Members Talk. Dr Rebecca Bowler
26th March:
Members at Virgin Lounge. Dave Balcombe
12th April:
Open Weekend “52 North to 44 South
13th April:
Open Weekend “52 North to 44 South
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